[Sound localization cues of binaural hearing].
The ability to localize sound sources in space is of considerable importance to the human safety- and survival-system. Consequently the current scientific interest in improving the safety-standard i. e. in air-traffic control has provided a new momentum for investigating spatial hearing. This review deals with the nature and the relative salience of the localization cues. Localization refers to judgements of the direction and distance of a sound source but here we will deal with direction only. We begin with a short introduction into the so-called Duplex theory which dates back to John William Strutt (later Lord Rayleigh). The idea is that sound localization is based on interaural time differences (ITD) at low frequencies and interaural level differences (ILD) at high frequencies. If the head remains stationary neither a given ITD nor an ILD can sufficiently define the position of a sound source in space. On such a theoretical basis cones of confusion which open outward from each ear can be predicted ambiguously projecting any source on the surface of such a cone onto an interaural axis. Our restricted ability at localizing sound sources in the vertical median plane is another example of possible ambiguity. At the end of the 19th century scientists already realized that occlusion of the pinnae cavities decreases localization competence. As a result of later achievements in physics and signal-theory it became more obvious that the pinnae may provide an additional cue for spatial hearing and that the outer ear together with the head and the upper torso form a sophisticated direction-dependent filter. The action of such a filter is mathematically described by the so-called Anatomical Transfer Function (ATF). The spectral patterning of the sound produced by the pinnae and the head is most effective when the source has spectral energy over a wide range and contains frequencies above 6 kHz, that is it contains wavelengths short enough to interact with the anatomical characteristics of the outer ears. Scientific findings further suggest that spectral patterns like peaks and notches may also be exploited monaurally, albeit an a priori-knowledge at the central-auditive level concerning the corresponding transfer functions and relevant real-world sounds is required. Binaural spectral cues are more likely to play a major role in localization. They are derived from another transfer function, the so-called Interaural Transfer Function (ITF), being the ratio of the ATFs at the two ears. The contributions of all these cues may sometimes not be enough to prevent the listener from opting for the wrong direction. But things can be eased by allowing head-movements: More than 60 years ago science reasoned that small head movements could provide the information necessary to resolve most of the ambiguities. Recent studies have proved that these findings have been accurate all along.